D49 – El Paso County School District
Service Engagement Overview

Sentinel Confidential

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I login to the Sentinel Portal

How do I escalate an issue, if not receiving timely support?

1.
2.
3.

Contact Sentinel Customer Service (CS) by calling 1-800-860-8102.

Go to my.sentinel.com
Login User Name is your D49 email address
Password should have been set by user after receiving a welcome email
upon account creation

Once a customer calls for escalation of a case, CS will open an Escalation Case –
this case will be appended to the original case.

If you do not know your password:
•
Select the “Forgot password” link and enter your D49 email address to
reset your password

The practice manager of the engineer assigned to the call will receive the
Escalation Case and will be responsible for communicating the escalation to the
engineer.

If you do not have a my.sentinel account:
• Select the “Do not have an account? Sign up” link and follow prompts

Once the manager follows up on the escalation, they resolve the escalation case
leaving the original case open for the engineer.

How do I open a service request with Sentinel?

Where can I find status of my request?

1.

On the my.sentinel.com homepage:

On the my.sentinel.com homepage:

•
•
•

Search for Keywords using the “How can we help?” search box
related to your issue (ex: password, phone, new user, etc.)
Select “Get Help” to view general catalog options for case creation
Select “Request Something” to view all catalog options

•
•
•

2.

Contact Customer Service at 1-800-860-8102
•

Customer Service is available 24/7 365 days a year to assist with
case creation or escalation requests

Open Cases created by the logged in user will show up under the “Open
Cases” section.
Selecting any case will go to the Case Description Details where additional
information about the case (full description, engineer notes, etc)
Typing a message into the “Type your message here…” box will append
your message to the case and send a message to the assigned engineer.

my.sentinel.com - Homepage
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“How can we help?” Search bar
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Open Cases

This search bar can be used to
quickly find and create cases for
a specific issue, search for related
cases, or even documentation on
the searched subject.

This provides links for general
case creation options. These are
not tailored to a specific issue
but can be used if no other
relevant case creation option is
available.

This will open a new page that
shows all available case creation
options. New options are
constantly being created so there
can be a lot to review. It’s
recommend to use the search
bar to narrow the selection.

This will lead to a Quality
Assurance case creation form.
QA is used to report any
unsatisfactory experience with a
Sentinel platform or engineers.
This is also found under “Get
Help”

The report link will provide charts
and trending for the cases
created by the logged in user.
Details of the specific reports are
not provided on this document
but feel free to check them out!

This section will list all current
open cases created by the logged
in user. Selecting any case will
load the case description detail
page where notes and current
status on the case can be found.

Note: When viewing open cases or reports, Portal Admin users will see all cases created
for D49. Normal users will only see cases created under their name.

my.sentinel.com - Search Bar
Typing any keyword or phrase into the Search
bar will return a list of related results. Hitting
enter or clicking any of the returned results
will load the Search results page.

The Results page will show any result (case,
document, case creation catalog, etc.)
matching the searched phrase. Selecting
Catalogs under Sources on the left hand
column will provide results related to case
creation.

Selecting a Catalog option will then load the
case creation form where users will be asked
questions specific to the issue/phrase searched
for in the Search box.

my.sentinel.com - Get Help
The “Get Help” section provides general case creation options that can be quickly used in the event a more specific case creation option is not
available. The case creation options under “Get Help” are: Diagnose and Fix, Installation-Configuration Assistance Request, Quality Assurance Case,
and Request an RMA.
It is highly recommended to use the Search bar to locate a case creation option specifically related to the user needs. The more specific and detailed
information provided on case creation the more quickly cases can be routed to the correct teams and the issues resolved in a more timely manner.

Diagnose and Fix

Installation-Configuration
Assistance Request

Quality Assurance Case

This case creation option is used
when something a user already
has is not working as expected.

This case creation option is used
to request something the user
needs but does not have.

This case creation option is used
to report any unsatisfactory
issues with Sentinel.

Common Issues: Password reset,
phone not working, application
not loading.

Common Requests: New user
setup, new phone, install
application

Common Issues: Complicated
case creation, delay in case
resolution, rude interaction

Request an RMA

This case creation option is not
used by D49 users and can be
disregarded.

Tips: When filling out a case creation form any field marked with a red asterisks (*) is required, a case cannot be created if they are
left empty. Fields without an asterisks are not mandatory but the more details provided the faster cases can be routed and resolved.

my.sentinel.com - Open Cases
Selecting any of the cases listed under “Open
Cases” on the homepage will load the Case
description page where details of the case can
be found and user input can be provided.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Description Details provides the full
description provided upon creation for
the case.
“Type your message here…” allows users
to respond to an engineer’s question or
request an update. Any notes entered will
be appended to the case the case will be
flagged as needing attention for the
engineer.
This section provides a Case History so
users can see the timeline and steps made
to resolve the created case
When a case is resolved, the user of the
Case will be prompted to provide an
Action of either accepting the solution
(case will be closed) or rejecting the
solution (case will revert to an Open
status). If no action is made in 7 days the
case will automatically close.
Ticket Fields details provide details about
specific fields related to the case such as
Case number, priority, State and contact.
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